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Abstract

This study explores the adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the public sector, particularly how AI adoption affects employment and the future of work. The questions are what the correlation between AI and the future of work is and how the Indonesian government has developed strategies to adopt AI in the public sector. We sought data from various sources and found Indonesia’s National Strategy on AI, published by the National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN), to be the most relevant. We reviewed and discussed the paper by cross-referencing with the emerging studies on AI in the global context. We found a strong link between AI adoption and changing employment structure, which requires skills upgrades and human resource deployment restructuring. Looking into the sectors more closely, we argue that AI adoption will dramatically change the nature of work and employment structure in healthcare and bureaucracy but will only moderately affect education, food security, mobility, and smart cities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) is no longer a distant prospect in Indonesia. In November 2019, President Joko Widodo, ordered government agencies to replace several civil service positions with AI to create a leaner bureaucracy. Moreover, he has claimed on multiple occasions that “[Indonesia] is in a race with other countries to control AI. Whichever [country] controls AI, it can potentially control the world” (Wirajuda, 2021). The same standpoint has also been expressed by Indermit Gill, Senior Vice President for Development Economics of the World Bank, that any entity who master AI in 2030 will dominate the world until 2050 (Gill, 2020). This statement indicates the central role of AI in predicting one country’s future on the global stage. Since 2018, over 50 countries representing 90% of the global gross domestic product (GDP) have announced their AI strategies. The common goal is to capture the opportunities from this advanced technology to inform governments in policymaking that maximises people’s well-being (HolonIQ, 2020).

Governments worldwide are ready to seize the initiative by boosting their spending on AI. According to Accenture’s 2019 survey, the majority (86%) of 300 public sector leaders in Europe said they are open to increasing or significantly increasing spending on AI in the future (Accenture, 2019). An International Data Corporation (IDC) report from September 2022 shows that global consumption of AI will achieve almost USD 118 billion in 2022 and reach beyond USD 300 billion in 2026 (IDC, 2022c). This spending includes software, hardware, and services for AI-centric systems. This global trend also happens to governments in the Asia-Pacific region. Spending on AI systems will double, from USD 20.6 billion in 2022 to USD 46.6 billion in 2026 (IDC, 2022b).

The IDC report identifies state and local governments as the second most significant investors in AI-based solutions. The report forecasts a compound annual growth rate of 25.2% in government spending from 2020 to 2025. The investment in AI will grow by around 24.8% (IDC, 2022a). As for Indonesia, the IDC reported that in Southeast Asia Indonesia private sector is at the top of AI adoption (24.6%), followed by Thailand at 17.1%, Singapore at 9.9%, and Malaysia at 8.1%.

AI can be utilized in various fields and boost economic development (Yu et al., 2022). The proven capacity to increase productivity, efficiency, and service delivery has precipitated significant investment in
technology by the public and private sectors. According to a report by the (McKinsey Global Institute, 2018), by 2030, two thirds of private corporations might have adopted at least one type of AI technology; while nearly half of them will have fully adopted AI in the five categories (computer vision, natural language, virtual assistants, robotic process automation, and advanced machine learning), which could potentially add USD 13 trillion to the global economy. (Elowsari, 2020) found that AI implementation could contribute up to USD 366 billion to Indonesia’s GDP by 2030. (EDBI & Kearney, 2020) surveyed AI users and interviewed both public and private sector representatives in major Southeast Asian countries (Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, and the Philippines) to understand the economic impact of AI implementation. The report concluded that AI implementation could add USD 1 trillion to Southeast Asia’s GDP by 2030.

Despite increasing research contributions on AI, exploration based on empirical analysis in state-owned sector is still short (Sousa et al., 2019). AI’s application and impact have not been studied in depth (Valle-Cruz et al., 2020). This is an urgent gap to address because AI applications and its impacts, will require a practical framework initiation (Wirtz & Müller, 2019). Indonesia has vast opportunities to utilize AI because this technology has an extensive potential to increase productivity, efficiency, human resource development, and innovations in various sectors, such as finance, healthcare, education, agriculture, law, transportation and maritime. AI can help the Indonesian government provide answers for efficient infrastructure issues, provide effective social service delivery, plan high quality education, help the government develop effective social policies, safer digital market, and provide the best public services. In this case, Indonesia can learn from other countries which have adopted AI much more progressively. For example, the government of China laid their AI initiative ‘New Generation AI Development Plan’ in 2017 and defined AI as a new focus of the international economy, a new economic development engine, and a new opportunity for social development. It is related to their aims to become a world-leading level and world’s primary centre of AI innovation and economic power (China AI Strategy, 2017). The UK has similar aims to China, which define AI as a mode with vast potential to improve their economy, enhance its citizens’ well-being, revolutionize industries, and offer top quality public services, as well as “to remain an AI and science superpower fit for the next decade” (UK AI Strategy, 2021).

Therefore, this present paper’s objective is investigating the link between AI and the future of work in the public sector. More specifically, this paper asks whether Indonesia is prepared to adopt AI in the public sector. To achieve these two objectives, we scrutinized various reports published by public and private research organizations like McKinsey and the IDC, as well as scholarly journal articles. Against this backdrop, we reviewed the Indonesian National AI Strategy 2020-2045 published by the Agency for the Assessment and Application of Technology (Badan Pengkajian dan Penerapan Teknologi/BPPT as part of the National Research and Innovation Agency/BRIN). We argue that adopting AI in the public sector will dramatically change the future of work and the structure of civil servant employment in some areas but only moderately affect others. Moreover, these changes relate to Indonesia’s strategies and plan to adopt AI into five public priority sectors.

The article proceeds in four sections. Following this introduction, Section 2 describes measures and analytical methods for content analysis. Section 3 presents the findings and discussions. Section 4 outlines the conclusions, limitations, and recommendations.

2. METHODS

The initial stage of this research was to survey the Indonesian government’s available studies and policy plans on AI adoption, especially its utilization in the public sector. At this stage, we found the National Strategy on AI published by BRIN in 2020 to be the most suitable. Based on the national strategy on AI, Indonesian government focus on five sectors. The national strategy focuses on adopting AI in five priority sectors that meet certain prerequisites, such as available datasets for modelling. Also, these sectors have a strategic position nationally in parallel with other vital national planning, such as the National Medium-Term Development Planning (RPJMN) 2020-2024, a roadmap for achieving Indonesia 4.0, an Electronic Based Government System, and Indonesia One Data Regulation. Therefore, this paper identified the five priority sectors: health care, bureaucratic reform, education and research, food security, as well as mobility and smart city. Then, we discussed each sector by cross-referencing existing relevant studies at the global level. Through this comparison, we explored the relationship between AI and the future of work in the government services; and the extent to which Indonesia is prepared to adopt AI in the public sector.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AI and the Future of Work

Technology has become a significant part of everyday life and significantly impacts people's lives. AI has been rapidly adopted worldwide (T. Chen et al., 2021; Goralski & Tan, 2020), as its use is increasingly critical in various sectors, such as marketing, banking, finance, agriculture, healthcare, security, space exploration, transport, chatbots to manufacturing, and social media to public services (Yigitcanlar & Cugurullo, 2020). (Agarwal, 2018) observes that flows of technology, such as the Internet, big data, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, are transforming human existence at an unprecedented pace and scale.

These technological advances in AI, including robotics, machine learning, augmentation, and automation, can create economic growth and other benefits. However, it will also result in significant disruptions of jobs and livelihoods that lead to a significant shift in workers. Automation is the process by which machines replace entirely human labor. Meanwhile, augmentation is a symbiotic relationship whereby humans work closely with machines to execute tasks. These new modes of production and performance will inevitably remove many routines and repetitive jobs handled by humans, leading to rapid demand for some types of jobs, eliminating others, and creating completely new roles in the process. (McKinsey Global Institute, 2017) predicts that automation will massively affect employment as AI and robotics change or replace some jobs while prompting the creation of others. The rapid adoption of automation is projected to displace around 400 to 800 million workers by 2030. Moreover, 75 to 375 million people worldwide may need competence upgrading and shifting occupations. The challenge will be ensuring a relevant skill base and supporting workers to transition into new jobs or fields. Countries that fail to manage this transition can expect to undergo rising unemployment and falling wages.

Jobs will be both created and destroyed. AI and automation technology can automate a significant number of skills. New jobs will be created rapidly, and changing jobs will become more common. Scholars have extensively studied this change in the nature of work. (Deming & Noray, 2020) found that technology profoundly affects labour markets and employers in fast-changing occupations, such as STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) jobs, which consistently require new skills and render more traditional skills obsolete. (Sigelman et al., 2022) found that technology (such as AI) is a significant driver of occupational transformation and that the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated this process. Meanwhile, (Frey & Osborne, 2017) examined 702 details jobs to evaluate their probability of using a new methodology. They found that 47% of jobs are highly susceptible (over 70%) to computerization.

In 1929, John Maynard Keynes famously predicted that the rapid spread of automation would bring ‘technological unemployment’ (quoted in (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2020). (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2018) found that paradoxically, automation reduces some types of employment while creating new tasks that increase employment. (Acemoglu & Autor, 2011) argued that technology augmentation exacerbated income inequality. However, the latest findings by (Acemoglu et al., 2022) suggest no link exists between AI exposure and employment or wages at the occupation or industry level. However, they found that AI-exposed establishments reduce their non-AI and overall hiring. This means that AI-powered algorithms substitute human skills and competence alteration is required for the remaining positions. We can, therefore, conclude that machines, computers, software, and automation gradually reduce the demand for human labor. These technological advancements increase productivity and result in more economic benefits but ultimately reduce the proportion of human labor, widening inequality.

The advent of the Industrial Revolution heralded the beginning of an era where rapid technological advancement replaced the limited capacity of human labor (Dwivedi et al., 2021). In recent publications, AI researchers claimed that AI dramatically differs from prior technologies in its latent reshaping of work and employment (Ford, 2015; Tegmark, 2017). (Müller & Bostrom, 2016) surveyed groups of AI experts and found a 50% chance that high-level machine intelligence will be developed around 2040–2050, rising to a nine in ten chance by 2075. Experts predicted that most of the system will use super intelligence before 2100, and some of them feel that this advancement might be ‘bad’ or ‘extremely bad’ for humanity. Nonetheless, there are a number of ethical and economic insecurity related with AI execution, such as potential occupations disappearance, negative effects on social interactions, cultural complications, sustainability, and rapid technological transformation (Pappas et al., 2018; Walz & Firth-Butterfield, 2019).

Furthermore, according to a report by (West & Allen, 2018), AI’s diverse application in various sectors, like finance, national security, health care, criminal justice, transformation, and smart cities, shows how it has reshaped peoples’ way of living. This change leads to problems surrounding AI, like its ethical, transparency, and legal liability. Measures to address this issue include more stakeholders’ involvement from national to local levels in policymaking, regulation, education, and investment in AI. (Haenlein & Kaplan, 2019) argue for the necessity of regulation to reduce the degree of disruption AI is likely to have on employment trends. One suggestion is a requirement to use a certain amount of companies’ profit...
because of automation to train the workers for new positions that improbable be automated. Also, governments could develop regulations to restrict the extension of automation. However, the reality is that government administrations are barely keeping up with the fast advancement of AI and have generally failed to address AI regulation comprehensively, which is demonstrated by insufficient substantial administration and laws (Wirtz et al., 2020).

**AI in Public Services**

There is a growing interest in using AI technologies to improve processes within governmental institutions, such as internal service delivery processes, policy-making mechanisms, and other areas of public services. However, the complexity of digital technology adoption, in general, and AI, in particular, has often been challenging for public administrations (Misuraca & van Noordt, 2020; van Noordt & Misuraca, 2022). AI is an effective tool to help solve the government’s problem in technology adoption to deliver services and engage with the citizens. (Mehr, 2017) argued that AI could increase government efficiency to provide better services and improve citizens’ engagement and service delivery. (T. Chen et al., 2021) added that the fast adoption of AI-based self-service technology (SST) has immense potential to enhance productivity and customers satisfaction, reduce service costs, and reduce human workloads because of the cost-effective systematic workflow. AI also provides a window for public officers to interact more with their citizens, thereby improving public services.

However, though there is a extensive study on AI, the discourse has so far been dominated by the private sector (J. C. Newman, 2020). Until now, public sector’s adoption level is noticeably slower than in the private sector (Desouza et al., 2020; Fatima et al., 2020) with far less attention being paid to AI in the state-owned sector (Sun & Medaglia, 2019). (Gesk & Leyer, 2022; Radnor & Osborne, 2013; Schaefer et al., 2021). Additionally, the adoption needs several considerations because of the government’s AI adaptation in the public sector often fall behind than private sector with profit orientation (Fatima et al., 2020). Despite the increased adoption of AI systems, empirical analysis on AI in the public sector is still inadequate (Sousa et al., 2019). Furthermore, its application and impacts have not been thoroughly studied (Valle-Cruz et al., 2020). This limitation is a substantial gap, as the advancement of this technology in the public sector, applications, and results, need to be situated in a practical framework to enable its application (Wirtz & Müller, 2019).

**The Indonesia National Strategy on AI 2020-2045**

The Indonesian government has attempted to respond to the opportunities and challenges of AI by formulating a national strategy titled Strategi Nasional Kecerdasan Artificial Indonesia or Stranas KA Indonesia. The strategy is Indonesian breakthrough breakthrough regarding AI implementation. The Head of the National Research and Innovation Agency (BRIN), Laksana Tri Handoko, launched the Indonesia National Strategy on AI 2020-2045 on 10 August 2020 (Asia Society Policy Institute, n.d.). The strategy embraces a positive perspective on the impact of AI on the Indonesian economy. Handoko has stated that this strategy is an endeavour by the Indonesian government to utilise AI to boost efficiency and effectiveness across a range of industries and to be used in a lineup of the strategic domain (Hani, 2021).

As the fourth most populous country in the world, rich with history, tradition, and a steadily growing economy, Indonesia is presented with numerous opportunities to utilize AI. It can increase prosperity by improving business productivity, smart human development investment, and boosting innovation in various sectors, such as investment, health, education, agriculture, defence, transportation, and aquatic resources. As a member of the G20, Indonesia also must adhere to an ethical approach to AI implementation by following G20 AI Principles, which are 1) inclusive growth, sustainable development, and well-being, 2) human-centered values and fairness, 3) transparency and explainability, and 4) robustness, security, and safety (BPPT, 2020).

The national strategy focuses on adopting AI in five priority sectors that meet certain prerequisites, such as available datasets for modelling. Also, these sectors have a strategic position nationally in parallel with other vital national planning, such as the National Medium-Term Development Planning (RPJMN) 2020-2024, a roadmap for achieving Indonesia 4.0, an Electronic Based Government System, and Indonesia One Data Regulation. Those five priority sectors are 1) health, 2) bureaucratic reform, 3) education and research, 4) food security, and 5) mobility and smart city (BPPT, 2020).

This paper examines how AI is adopted to the form of public services in Indonesia through the Indonesia National Strategy on AI as well as evaluates the potential benefits and drawbacks of job transformation from the employment point of view. AI and automation tend to reduce the need for human labour while transforming existing roles and generating new ones, shaping a new organisational structure of employment in the public sector. Consequently, the State Civil Apparatus (Aparatur Sipil Negara/ASN) will be the most affected by this policy as they shape most of the public services workforce. Stranas KA also
explicitly states that as part of bureaucratic reform and simplification, the government will eliminate two levels of organisational structure and replace them with AI, automation, and machine learning (ML), freeing civil servants’ manual labour. This starts with the Ministry of State Apparatus Utilization and Bureaucratic Reform (Kementerian Pendayagunaan Aparatur Negara dan Reformasi Birokrasi-MENPAN-RB) Circular Letter No. 390 of 2019 about Strategic Plan for Bureaucratic Simplification in November 2019 that answers Jokowi’s statement to replace civil servant with AI. Government administration offices from central to regional levels began to gradually implement this reform until the final result on 31 December 2021, when 75% of echelon IV and III have been transformed into expertise positions (jabatan fungsional).

Five public priority sectors are emphasised in this paper. The workforce is not uniform—some have significant implications, while others have a negligible impact.

Healthcare

Based on the strategy, AI will assist healthcare technology (health-tech) with big data analysis and machine learning to succeed in the government goal for the 4Ps of health tech (predictive, preventive, personalised, and participative). This technology will support the development of telemedicine, which enables video or phone appointments between patients and their healthcare practitioners. These activities range from a simple consultation to complex health tech like telesurgery or remote surgery, where surgeons use robotic and wireless networking surgical tools on patients from afar. A significant barrier to the equitable provision of health care is the uneven distribution of health workers across the diverse archipelago of Indonesia. Most health workers, such as doctors, dentists, nurses, midwives, and pharmacists, are concentrated in the relatively more developed islands of Java and Sumatra. Telemedicine can potentially lessen this inequality by providing health services to remote areas. Moreover, AI innovation will also help to build healthcare dashboards like alert systems for the spreading of disease in the future, similar to the COVID-19 pandemic, and provide a map of healthcare facilities and medical personnel availability.

Furthermore, one of the healthcare system’s main issues is the storage and securing of medical records. Therefore, there is a necessity to develop secure medical data. The combination of blockchain and AI-based security can be utilised to secure medical records. Data transactions based on smart contract blockchain can guarantee that each instance of change and access to medical records is always known and registered. This technology can also detect illegal efforts to hack into that sensitive data.

While healthcare professionals will always be needed in the future, their number as civil workers will dramatically decrease with AI adoption. All clerical and administrative manual tasks will be eliminated, and consequently, the jobs of the workers who used to execute them. The technology will also allow health workers to stay focused on their healthcare-related tasks as the sometimes-burdensome administrative tasks will already be under control. The government will be more interested in employing those with specific expertise, like surgeons, paediatrics, dentists, nutritionists, and many more. The greater demand for highly skilled and specialised health workers will motivate general practitioners to develop themselves further, transforming the health employment map.

In the global context, AI has been rapidly deployed in huge areas regarding software algorithms, hardware implementation, and applications (Rong et al., 2020). A structured literature review found that the adoption of AI is increasing in health services management, predictive medicine, patient data and diagnostics, and clinical decision-making (Secinaro et al., 2021). Although AI can execute medical functions identical or superior compared to a person, a recent study argues that no jobs have been eliminated by AI in the healthcare sector (Davenport & Kalakota, 2019).

Bureaucratic Reform

In terms of employment transformation, bureaucratic reform is the area that has the greatest potential to dramatically change the shape of the civil servants’ workforce. AI adoption has affected the general administrative role (jabatan administrator) most directly. It is now being transformed into expertise in every government office, from central to regional and local government. The Law No. 5 of 2014 on State Civil Apparatus (Aparatur Sipil Negara/ASN) referred to civil servants (Pegawai Negeri Sipil/PNS) and government employees with employment agreements or contracts (Pegawai Pemerintah dengan Perjanjian Kerja/PPPK). With the backing of presidential decree No. 95 of 2018 on the Government Electronic Based System (Sistem Pemerintahan Berbasis Elektronik/SPBE), AI adoption will eliminate two levels of bureaucracy whereby PNS in administration positions used to do manual work.

There are various AI adaptations in this area. The strategy proposed AI innovations in government administration services that improve service delivery, such as chatbots for public service. PNS, usually on the front desk, will be replaced by chatbots, which can be accessed continuously by the public, which is providing a more effective and efficient service for the people. A study in Indonesia found that bureaucratic...
reform with the use of information and communication technology (ICT) proved to be more productive related to official electronic document (Apriyani & Jannah, 2022).

According to (Makasi et al., 2022), several types of a chatbot are available for public service delivery based on the service’s complexity level. The right chatbot will enable successful public service delivery, lowering costs and reducing employee workloads. The next level is intelligent automation. Automation can be robotic machines or software like Robotic Process Automation (RPA) which aims to substitute human labour with automation (Aalst et al., 2018) to improve efficiency by impersonating employees’ work, therefore lessening human’s workload (Syed et al., 2020).

Additionally, AI means that the machine can learn and make predictions and decisions based on the data or past situations they have encountered. All clerical and administrative offices will be redundant because the AI software can imitate the manual job that was previously executed by humans. Examples of tasks that AI could easily replace include writing letters, filling out forms, copying and pasting data from one spreadsheet to another, and accessing many databases simultaneously faster and more accurately than humans. Reflecting on this, the more sophisticated the service provided by AI, the more significant the effect on positions that will be replaced, ultimately significantly reducing civil servant recruitment.

In the near future, citizens can use chatbots for various services, such as information assistance, direct entry to open public data, and direct citizen reports to government officials or officers. Chatbots could even enable the establishment of places where people can submit their forms and pay their bills and taxes. For example, the government is developing SIGNAL, a national digital SAM (One-stop Administration Services Office), and an application to make it easier for citizens to pay motor vehicle taxes safely and efficiently. This application will reduce the human workforce in SAM offices, thus shrinking civil servant employment.

In addition to AI adoption based on the strategy, AI-based software can also be used to select and evaluate government budgetary proposals. AI can detect inappropriate budget spikes and flows and prevent budget waste. In this case, the employment of civil servants, such as auditors that usually input, select, and evaluate budgetary data, will likely decline. AI intervention in the government fiscal system will stop monetary corruption because the machine cannot be manipulated and has no ulterior motive.

Furthermore, the government can also employ AI to identify its citizens using biometric recognition such as fingerprints, palm prints, retina, voice, signature, and among others. With big data analysis, the government can gather data from various sources like the Internet and social media to detect a societal trend toward government policy. This system will help the government to make better decisions.

Education and Research

The manual and classroom-based way we deliver education from the lowest level to the highest almost practically has not changed since formal education was established millennia ago. While educational technology has continued to evolve, from traditional blackboards to whiteboards and manual projectors to digital projectors, we remain in the classroom. Teleconferencing had great potential for use within the education system, but the technological gap between educators and students made this adoption slow-paced. However, the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically upended the education sector worldwide. The education system took a massive leap in technological advancement, though this was unevenly implemented. Now that those changes have occurred, the development of AI will undoubtedly reshape education systems more fundamentally.

Following the national strategy, AI adoption in education is a priority because learning is a basic human need. AI will transform the education system by focusing on the student towards precision learning. This education learning system considers several aspects, such as cognitive, affection, psycho-motoric, and general behaviour, using big data from students’ digital footprint. AI will be implemented in education in several ways, such as intelligent online education, as we have done over the past two years. Teachers have changed their teaching methods from face-to-face meetings (offline) to virtual classes with a synchronous method. AI can help educators through its implementation into teaching material and then automation of assessments, grading systems, and student classification based on the assessment. Adaptive learning and assessment systems will be adopted, where AI-based software can collect personal information and predict student preferences. Furthermore, learning paths can be tailored to each individual by adapting to the learners’ ability, whereby the level of material difficulty can be raised or lowered after evaluation.

Artificial intelligence-enhanced education continues to evolve with the most recent developments allowing for a more immersive experience through Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). Furthermore, AI offers learners a more immersive learning experience that aims to enhance their overall studying experience, mainly when used with other technologies, such as virtual reality, 3-D, gaming, and simulation. (L. Chen et al., 2020).
Transforming conventional learning systems to modern AI-enabled applications in education, such as precision learning, which is a student-based education system that utilize big data from students’ digital footprint, will also change the employment market for educators. Similar to the situation facing health practitioners, teachers will always be required, but their prospects for assured employment as civil workers or ASN are being seriously disrupted. Since 2021, the government is no longer recruiting health practitioners and teachers as civil servants but instead contracted workers (PPPK) for a minimum of one year and a maximum of five years, with a chance to be re-contracted again if the government still requires their services. In other words, they are no longer ASN. This current trend will dramatically change the shape of ASN workforces, which are comprised of about 60% of education and healthcare workers. About 52% of Indonesian primary and secondary education teachers (Jayani, 2022) and 32% of postsecondary teachers are PNS (Directorate General of Higher Education, 2020).

Consequently, like the tendency shown in the health sector, there will be a need for more qualified teachers with specialized skills that can adapt to fast-changing educational technology in the future. In addition, since the government will only offer five-year contracts, working in private schools might feel more secure as they offer longer tenure. Thus, competition in the teaching labor market will also intensify. Although there are many indications that Indonesia still needs millions of teachers to serve its massive population, it does not mean securing a job will be easier. Still, whoever has more qualifications will have a higher chance of employment.

Food Security

In the national strategy report, one vital insight into national food security is mapping the area prone to food insecurity. Some indicators of food security are the availability of food supply, access to food, and food utilization in each region. AI can provide an alert system for food shortages and what types of food needs to be present in the supply chain. It can also assist in setting a minimum floor on the availability of nine staple foods and others that can lead to food price inflation. AI can also provide recommendations on access and utilization of food by balancing supply and demand in each area. The government needs an extensive, robust data database called Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) to support AI implementation on food security. These big data will be used as a national food database that will help predict and solve issues in the food sector, such as availability, acceptability, affordability, accessibility, and sustainability. Combining AI and satellite imagery will help the government map each region to overcome food insecurity. AI can also be used to predict harvest food production in the future by using data history combined with other variables such as weather and climate. Further, AI can be used to detect new food pests to anticipate and predict crop failure.

Currently, Indonesia sits in 63rd position in the Global Food Security Index 2022 out of 113 countries, particularly low on sustainability and adaptation variables (The Economist Group, 2022). (Spanaki et al., 2022), in their study, suggest using AI as a solution to food security problems for sustainability issues. In addition, (How et al., 2020) propose simple and user-friendly AI-based probabilistic reasoning to food researchers and policymakers to perform research analysis and design better food security systems.

Regarding employment, AI adaptation in the food security sector tends to generate new tasks and jobs rather than reduce them. New skills will be needed to deploy AI programs and technology for better national food security. Therefore, the government will need more new job positions, ASN with specific qualification for this sector. Although the current workforce will still face a transformation of its roles and responsibilities as new technology is introduced, training for the new skills will be vital as long as the government steps in to meet the challenge.

Mobility and Smart City

According to the national strategy, urbanization happens in most parts of the world. The number of people living in cities has been over 50%, almost 60%, since 2010 compared to rural areas. If the trend continues, almost 70% of the world’s population will live in cities by 2050. The task of city management becomes more complicated as resources are very limited. All cities face the challenge of providing adequate infrastructure such as roads, buildings, hospitals, schools, markets, and traffic management for their growing populations. The solution to these issues is to utilize technology to implement the smart city concept. These technologies will help the cities to organise their resources more productively, thus increasing the quality of living increases.

The government will utilize AI for mobility in a smart city in several areas, such as traffic management. AI combined with the Internet of Things (IoT) will provide a more efficient way of mobilizing around the city. Integrated CCTV will deliver accurate traffic conditions and can be developed for other traffic operations, such as Tilaeng Elektronik (electronic ticket), dynamically-priced toll roads, parking...
systems, etc. AI technology can also assist with sustainable waste management. Furthermore, it will enable more effective disaster risk management in regard to initial mapping and early warning systems as well as post-disaster operations to mitigate the damage from fires, earthquakes, floods, volcanic activity, and so on. Other areas that could benefit from AI are citizen information management and space and public facility management. Regarding employment, AI adaptation in mobility and the smart city sector is similar to the food security sector, which has the potential to widen employment opportunities rather than shrink them, lead to an open recruitment of ASN with specific expertise for this sector. AI has been implemented in smart city systems around the world, such as the usage of machine learning, big data, and AI (Allam & Dhunny, 2019; Ullah et al., 2020), early risk warning systems of fire hazards (Zhang et al., 2021), and energy sustainability (Chui et al., 2018). New jobs and tasks are also emerging, especially in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) in this sector.

Based on our review of the five sectors above, we found that there will be significant reduction of ASN hiring healthcare, bureaucratic reform, and education and research sector. In contrast, there will be increasing hiring in food security and smart city sector. To sum up, the findings can be seen on the Table 1.

Table 1. The trend of employment transformation after AI adoption in five priority public sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>AI adoption</th>
<th>Job transformation</th>
<th>Trend on ASN</th>
<th>Upgrade skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Reducing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucratic reform</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Reducing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and research</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Reducing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food security</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility and Smart City</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This paper explores how AI is related to the future of work and how Indonesian government plan to adopt AI in the public sector. In the literature, employment transformation, new job creation, job losses, and reskilling, have been a central discussion on the impact of AI adoption. This is due to the Industrial Revolution, where rapid technological advancement replaced the limited capacity of human labour (Dwivedi et al., 2021). McKinsey Global Institute (2017) predicts that automation will massively affect employment as AI and robotics will change or replace some jobs while prompting the creation of others. The rapid adoption of automation is projected to displace around 400 to 800 million workers by 2030. Moreover, Frey and Osborne (2017) found that 47% of jobs are highly susceptible (over 70%) to computerisation. Based on the most recent report by OECD, found that there is 27% of jobs are at the state of high-risk of automation. More specifically, AI is expected to have the most impact on highly skilled jobs in fields such as medicine, law and finance, which may lead to major disruptions in the job market. The report also added that OECD countries may face an AI revolution (OECD, 2023).

AI adoption has rapidly altered administrative and medical processes in the healthcare sector. A systematic review of 180 academic literature found that AI systems are superior to humans in accuracy, efficiency and timely execution of medical and related administrative processes (Ali et al., 2023). Although AI can execute medical functions identical or superior to a person, a recent study argues that AI has eliminated no jobs in the healthcare sector (Davenport & Kalakota, 2019). However, a study by Hazerika (2020) identified one of the implications of AI adoption in healthcare is on the labour market, which is an increment of demand for new skills. Education and training will be critical for low-skilled staff to match labour market demand. In bureaucratic reform, bureaucracy is often criticised for its infective and inefficient way of doing public service deliveries. Many governments have been transforming their bureaucracy with ICT implementation, including AI, to answer this critique. A study found that computing technologies such as AI transform public administration operations by enabling it and making it more efficient (J. Newman et al., 2022). However, a study by Bullock (2019) found that this shift would diminish traditional street-level bureaucrats, as the author argued that systems-level bureaucracy within AI would only recruit staff for data processing, managers, and staff in client interface department. Therefore, AI highly transforms the nature and structure of bureaucracies.

Several literatures have explored the wide-ranging adoption and application of AI in education (AIEd) in various forms (L. Chen et al., 2020; X. Chen et al., 2020, 2022; Ouyang & Jiao, 2021). Using AI-based platforms, teachers are no longer burdened with administrative and repetitive tasks, which positively affect the teachers and students, as the teachers can now focus on achieving high-quality of student’s performance (L. Chen et al., 2020). Even more advanced application, several studies have been exploring the use of the robot as teachers substitute, particularly addressing the issue of teacher shortage. They argued that AI would shortly provide affection toward the student and the capability to run the classroom like humans (B. I. Edwards & Cheok, 2018; C. Edwards et al., 2018). Therefore, based on these studies, recruitment for teachers would significantly decrease.
Furthermore, there is a limited literature regarding AI adoption in food security and smart city sector, particularly AI’s link to employment and the future of work in these sectors. However, a few studies have explored AI’s challenges and futures in food security, such as the need for basic infrastructures and technical challenges of big data, AI, and blockchain implementation for food safety. This novel field will create more jobs, particular for those with expertise in this sector (Zhou et al., 2022). In addition, regarding to the food industry, workers’ engagement to food safety culture regarding food safety management systems (FSMSs) can be achieved with AI integration. This system framework requires procedures, training, and monitoring (Kudashkina et al., 2022). Therefore, skill upgrades will be high in this sector. Furthermore, AI-based technologies in smart cities have been implemented globally and will get more intense (A. et al., 2022). Based on a few systematic reviews, a study by Rjab et. al. (2023) reveal that several challenges regarding AI adoption in smart cities, such as technology, environment and organisation, and the literature are primarily focused on its application on business efficiency, data analytics, education, energy, environmental sustainability, health, land use, security, transport, and urban management areas. However, there is lack of exploration regarding its risks, particularly its impacts on society (Yigitcanlar et al., 2020). This impact could be related to employment and the future of work, which can be an area for future research.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

This study has shown the correlation between AI and the future work in the public sector; and evaluated Indonesia’s prospects to adopt AI for public services. This research confirms a vital link connecting AI adoption to changes in future employment structure. AI adaptation will dramatically change the future of work and the structure of civil servant employment in some areas, such as healthcare and the civil service sector. Meanwhile, it will moderately affect others, such as the education sector, food security, and smart city. This study also reviews Indonesian national strategies through five public priority sectors. This research confirms that AI adoption in these sectors ranges from moderate to high levels of implementation. Therefore, in terms of employment, AI adoption will require skills upgrades in each sector. However, the trend of civil servant recruitment will vary. Healthcare, bureaucratic reform, and the education and research sector will experience a reduction in hiring; meanwhile, recruitment of civil servants will intensify in food security and smart city area. It should be noted that this analysis is subject to several limitations. Firstly, this research only assessed the national strategy from an employment perspective. A more comprehensive analysis from various perspectives might result in different findings. Secondly, this analysis only sees the future of work through strategies and plans. Thus, further research will be needed to evaluate this policy.
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